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Point  downwash angles and the dpamic pressure at the horizontal- 
tail location  of the W58-1 airplane have been measured in the 
Langley %foot high-s-peed tunnel. The teats  include a Mach number 
r w e  of 0.40 to.0.94 and a lift-oefficient range of 4 . 3  to 0.7. 
Cnmpasisons  are  presented w i t h  effective  dowarash  determined  from 
ta1l.n and tail+ff  teats. 

The results indicate  that the effective  downwash angle, when 
correctly  determined, agrees, within  the  lbnits  of  experimental 
accuracy, w i t h  point darnrash. The downwash and velocity  changes 
that  occur  at  the  tail  location  cannot  cause  the  instability  found 
for  this  airplane  at low lfft  coefficients aal at  Mach numbers 

' near 0.9. The point  dannwash angle a t  a given lift  coefficient  varies 
only slightly  with  Mach-nurdber;  therefore,  the downwash angle for  
level-flight,  lift  coefficients  decreases  w5th  increasing speed, and 
the  rate  of  decrease  with speed Increases  with,altitude. 

The r a t e  of change of point dumwash angle xith lift 
coefficient (a€/&,) shows a slight  decrease  with  decreasing 
lift  coefficient at Mach nrnnbers above 0.9 but Micatee negligible 
variation3  at other  speeds. The ~-na~niwpreasure ratio  qt/q far 
level-flight  lift  coefficients increams slightly  with  increasing 
speed. 

Appen5ix A gives a method of  correlating stabiliw with the 
rate of change  of  d0uaTas.h and dynamic pressure at the  tail. 
Appendix B gives a method of including  the  effect of tafl drag 
upon effective downxi obtained bjT the tail-n and tail-ff  method. 
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llVTRODUCTION 

There exist various  methods  of  measuring  the  downwash at the 
tail  location of an airplane m d e l .  Two of these me+hds, effeckive 
darnwash a& point,  downwash, were in~estigated to  determine t,he€r 
applications  and limltatiom. 

Refereme 1 imlicated  that  the D-558-l afrplane  had  negative 
static  longitudinal  stability at low lift  coefficients for a small 
Mach  number range at approximately 0.9. The point damwash and 
dynamic-pressure  ratio at the tail of  this  airplane were in-restigabd 
in an attempt  to  ascertain  their  effects on the stabi1it.y of  this 
airplane. 

The point  downwash angles were obtained  from mea8lwements at 
one location  with a differential  pressure  head  (yaw head). Effective 
damwash angles obtained frcm horizontal tail-on and tail-off tests 
(reference 2) are shown f o r  comparison. The dynamic  pressure 'was 
obtalned from  static-pressure and total-pressure neasuements at 
the  horizontal-tail  location. 

SYMBOLS 

angle of attack measured f'rom airpla.22 axis 

angle between yaw-head axis and t m e l  center  line 

angle of stream flow with  respect t o  tunnel center line 

flow angle with  respect to y d e a d  u t a  

angle between the airplane and yaw4ead &xes 

angle of  incidence of tail  plane 

downwash angle 

pressuredifference  coefficient  (yaw  head) 

standard  atmospfieric  pressure 

static  pressure at, tall 

staguation pressure at tail 

free+stream  dynamic  pressure 

c 
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dynamic pressure at tai l  

ratio of Bpecific  heats (1.4) 

w i n g  loading 

lift coefficient 

pitching-moment coefficient about a m l a n e  center of gravity 

p l t c h w m e n t  coefficient at zero l i f t  about airplane cente.r 

vin@; l i f t - c m e  slope 

tail-lane  lift-curve elope 

of fpavity 

w3ng-plan"fom ar* 
tail-plan-form mea 

mean aerodpamlc chord 

wingmmnFm+.m 

tai l  moment arm 

distance between airplane axis through center of gravitg 
to  horizontal t a i l  plane 

force  vectors (eee fig.  9) 

pitchlng moment a%out tail caused by forces on t a i l  plane 

pitching mament  about amlane center of gravity caused kw 
forces on t a i l  plane 

Subscripts 0, 1, and 2 refer  t o  q e c i f i c  values ae defined in paper. 

The damwaah-0 and Qnami~reemre  investigation w a e  
conducted in the Langley %foot high-speed tumelwhich is a aingle- 
return, closed-throat tunnel. The maximm corrected Mach number 
reported  for this investfgation wa6 about 0.94. The Reynolds number 
vwied f r o m  about 1 x 106 t o  1.6 X lo6. 
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&del.- The mtsl mode l  xa8 constructed by the W A  and is deecribed 
in references 1, 2, and 3. The ccanplete model, without  the  stabilizer, 
was wed for this  aerie8 of tests. A thme-lpiew &am of the model is 
presented as figure 1. 

Y e a d  and D”.- The point d m h  
was measured uith a Bmall yan head mounted at the 5olpercent-chod.wiae 
station, at the left midSamispan of t h e  stabilizer (fig. 1) The yaw 
head was mounted on the sting  which supported the laode1 in the tunnel. 
Thu, when the m o d e l  angle of attack was ahanged, the yaw head remained 
med with relatian  to the model. This ycru head is the ~ a m s  one that 
was used in referen- 4. A totd4mad ttibe waa mounted between the 
yaw4ead tubes in order to obtain the total presmree. A static-preasure 
tube was mounted on the right  Bide of the model, gylmaetrically  with thm 
yaw head. 

The yaw head uag calibrated  at the test Mach n m b m s  measuring 
the pre4ssures at  the open ends of the tubes with the yaw head rotated 
at variourr anglee w i t h  respeot to the tunnel axis. The pressures yere 
meaeured w f t h  the yaw head. in the nafmal poeition and the imerted 
poeitian. (The inverted poeition wae obtained by rotating the yas? 
head 180° about  it6 a m . ) .  Thlle method of oalibrcttian,  which is the 
same as that used in reference 4, el-tes tha error dum to stream 
m i s a l m n t  in the  tunnel. 

This calibration method oan be further erplained by referring 
to figure 2. The angle between the yex4ead &a and the tunnel 
center l ine  is 5 and the average curve represents  the pressure 
difference that would have been nmaeured with a perfectly  machined 
yaw head. Therefore, the f l a w  far t h i ~  illustration ie inolined 
upwards 6s0 degreee (negative)  with  reepect to the tunnel axis, and 
the fluw directian  with  reapect  to  the y m  head is @Ten by 

Icherefore, when a preseure-difference coefficient of 

measured at tihe tail plate with the head In the z;qJright position, 
the flow direatian  with  respect to the yaw head is the angle SI, 
not The point downwaeh angle is given by 

8 = a + i y - $  
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where a is the corrected angle of attack of the model etnd is' is the 
angle between  the model center line and the yaw4ead asis, taken a8 
positi've  clockwise from the -&el center lFne when the &el is  viewed 
from the  left.  Furthermore  it was found that the calibration of the 
yaw head  remained  constant w i t h  changes in fre-tream  Machenunber. 

The total4mad tube between the two tubes of the yaw head, and 
the static-ressure tube were  calibrated at the same time the yaw head 
was calibrated,  and  it was found that no error was Fntroduced br the 
flow being  slightly  inclFned with respect to the  total-head or the 
static-pressure  tubes. The dynamic pressures at  the  tail were  obtained 
by measuring  the  etatic  presaure  pt  and  the  total peesure ECt at the 
horizontal-tail  location. The dynamic  pressure at the tail was then 
calculated f r o m  

r 1 

where Y is the ratio  of  specific heats far air and is equal to 1.4. 

The je-o-, constriction, and Xake"bl0ckage corkctions 
that  were applied to  Mach nuqber, lift  coefficient, and freewtream 
m c  pressure in reference 1 were  applied  to these data. The 
magnttude of the damwash angle depends on the sum of t h ree  angles 
w~ose'individusl measurements a r e  accurate  to 0.10. The t o t a l  er ror  
for  the  downwash angle Q may therefore  be as large as O.3O. Jet- 
boundary corrections have not been applied to the downwashee data. 
These jeM0mik-y corrections aze u s e  e e r  than 0.3~. 

The variation of point  dowmr&sh  with  lfft  coefficient is 
presented fn figure 3. The point downwash is also  canpared with the 
effective dawrrwa& obtained f r a m  reference 2. 

The point danrwaeh an& eflective damwash are  in agreement 
- within the  experimental  accuracy of the data at Mach nzrmbers 

below 0.875. The discrepancy  which was as large as 3 O  at hi&er 
speeds is partly attribiztable  to  the  method used in computing the 
effective damwash, in which the airplane  pitching m a a e n t  due to 
k h e  drag of  the  stabilizer  was  assumed  to be of negligible  consequence. 
While the drag of the  tail  has l i t t l e  effect  at  the lower speeds, it 
has a sizeable  effect on the  effective d m m h  values  determined by 
this  method  at  the  higher speeds, especially  if the critical  speed of 
the  tall  plane has been exceeded. A correction  for  this  drag  effect 
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is  given in appendlx B. The data  were recmputed, using  this method, 
for Mach nmber8 of 0.6 and 0.933. There vas no siwificant change in 
the values reported in reference 2 at a Mach number of 0.6, but  the 
values of the downwash angles were  reduced  about 1' at a Mach  number 
of 0.933 (fig. 3). The data  obtained by the  corrected  method,  however, 
are still  subject  to  the  errors  irherent  in  the  graphical  procedure. 

Furthemre the method  for  obtaining  effective doxnwaah in 
reference 2 does not  consider any interference  effects  which  exist at 
the  fi-tabilizer.juncture. The flow  at  the  under  side  of  the 
stabilizer  at  the  juncture m&y be accelerated became of  the fin 
stabilizer and fuelage juxtaposition.  This  consideration  would 
effectively  give the stabilizer  negative  aerodynamic  camber  which 
would increase  the  stabilizer  angle  of  zero  lift. Tests of  the  model 
without the wing and with and without  the  stabilizer  indicate  that 
the  apparent  zero-lift angle of the tail  is  approximately 1.p at 
low Mach numSers and that the zero-lift angle at a Mach  number  of 0.93 
IS approxlmately 1.5O higher  than the zero-lift angle at low speeds 
(fig. 4) . The damwash angle, as  indicated-by . the  point-downwaeh 
method, is  SO 1.70 at  zero  lift  (fig. 3). .. It ia concluded +,hat 
the flow at  the  tail  is  influenced by the rudder and fbelage shape 
to cause a dawarash of 1.7' at zero  lift. The increase  of  zero-lift 
angle with  Mach nmber, if  taken  into  account  for the effective- 
d6wnwaah measurement,  consequently would reduce  the value f r a m  
reference 2 by 1.5' at a Mach  number of 0.93. Figure 3 indicat.08 
that  the d m a a h  angles given by the polnt-daxnvash  method  and 
effectivedmwash method may be in fair  agreement  when the tail 
drag and interference are conaidered. 

The effective  downwash angle represents a m e a n  vdue, and since 
the point downwash angle represents  the value at E specific  point, 
the  difference between the point  dowIlwash and the  corrected  effective 
downwash may give an indication  of  the  spanwise  variation  of  the 
dmwaeh at  the  tail. When the effective downwash is equal to  the 
point  downwash,  there may or may not be a spanwise  variation of 
downwash;  but,  when  there  is a difference  between the effective d m -  
wash and point dm~rwash, a variation in the  magnitude of the damwash 
angle at  different Bpamdse stations  of  the  tail  exiets. These teste, 
however,  do  not  indicate  that a spanwise  variation  exierts.  It may be 
concluded that the  effective downwash is  not a measure of the actual 
flow direction  at a given  point  at  the  tail  location at high  Epeeds, 
and the  point  downwash  cannot  be  utilized to indicate  control  settings 
required t o  trim without consideration of the spanwise  distribution  of 
point  downwash. 

The  point-damwash data presented in reference 4 indicated an 
increase in downwash angle with  Mach  number  at a given  lift  coefficient 
beyond  the  force-break  Mach  number of the  wing.  These  data are not 
directly  comparable to the  data in this  paper  since t he  wing aspect 
ratio is Bmaller and the  location of the  tail  ie  higher for  t.he 
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W58-1 airplane  than  for  the  configurations  investigated  in  reference 4. 
Furthermore,  the  data in reference 4 indicated  that  as  the  height  of the 
tail was increased,  the  effect  of  Mach number on dawnwash angle was 
diminished. The data In reference 4 therefore are not in disagreement 
with  the,  pointduwnwash  data  presented in this paper. 

Figure 3 indicates  that the point  downwash  increases w i t h  lift 
coefficient;  that  there is very  little  changp  with  Mach nmtber at a 
given 1ift.coefficient; and that the variation  of t h e  rate of change 
of point  downwaeh a€& may cause a stabilizing  effect  at low lift 
coefficients and high  Mach  numbers for the D358-1 airplane.  Therefore, 
the change of does  not  account  for the unstable  tendency 
report+ in reference 1. Furthermore,  the effective-dmaah data  of 
reference 2 fndicated similar effects in several  imtances. 

The point  downwash angles at  level-flight  lift  coefficients  are 
presented as a function of freestream Mach number in figure 5 .  The 
level-flight  lift  coefficients  were  computed from 

where the wing loading W/S is 58 pounds per square  foot, p is the 
standard  preesure at the  altitude  for  which  the  computations axe made, 
M is  Mach  nmiber, and Y ie the ratio of specific  heats  for  air  and 
€E equal  to 1.4. Thus the  point damwash angle at. a given Mach number 
and computed  lift  coefficients are obtained from figure 3 and  plotted 
as a function  of  Mach number and altitude in ffgure 5. This  figure 
indicates  that the point damwash angle decreases aa the amlane speed 
increases, and the rate of  decrease of dmwash angle with speed will 
increase  with  increasing  altitude. 

The  variation with Mach ntrmber of  the  rate  of  change of point 
downwash with lift  coefficfent as/&L at level-flight  lift  coefficients 
is  presented in figure 6 and is  obtained by measuring the  slopes of the 
curves of figure 3 at  the  camputed  level-flight  lift  coefficient  for a 
given  Mach nmber and  altitude.  This  figure  (fig. 6 )  indicates  that  at 
level-flight  lift  coefficients as/acL remains nearly constant up to a 
Mach number of 0.85 (approximate)  and then decreases  approximately 
f r o m  5 to a value of 4 at a &ch number of 0.933, the  highest  Mach 
nmber reported. 

The relationship b e m e n  of change of down- 

wash %F a' and incrementa stability due to  downwash  changes 

iB developed in append- A. It is  indicated that when a€/&, 



decresees 1.0, at a Mach number of 0.933 the stability  parameter &,/aCl 
coneepuently will decream approximately 0.04. Thus, there ie a tendency 
to  Increase the stability of the amlane by 0.04 at  the  highest  Mach 
nmber reported (0.933) . It should be remenibend,  however,  that  point- 
downxash  changes  cannot be utilized  to  estimate  etability  changee 
accurately unlesa the Bpanwise  distribution of danrwaeh ie taken in to  
account. The foregoing valuee ere esented merely to  indicate  the 
relative  order of magnitude of de$& incrementa and stability 
increments. 

The dpmlc pressures measured at the  tail are  presented i n  
figure 7 as a f'unction of lift  coefficient  at var iou  values of the 
corrected  free-etream  Mach nmber. A cross  plot presenting the  dynamic+ 
pressure  ratio 88 a function of Mach nmber and lift coefficient is 
presented in figure 8. This figure indicates that the  dpeplic-preseure 
ratio IEI approximately equal to units, for the  lift-coefficient  range 
measured, up to a Mach  number of approximately 0.75. Above a Mach 
number of 0.875, the dynamic-pressure ratio  at a given  Mach  number 
variea iwersely'with l i f t  coefficient. The relation between Inmemental 
dynamio-pressure  ratio e rtnd .inoremental etability 
'developed In appendix A. Figure 8 and equation (Ab) indicate  that the 
maaured dymmic-pressurmtio changes have a maal l  effect on the 
static  longitudinal  stability of the -58-1 airplane. The variation 
of dynamivpressure ratio with Mach number at  level-flight  lift  coef- 
ficient (fig. 9 )  indicates  that the mazt.mm increaBe in d;gnamive~eure 
ratio  ie  approzlrmately 0 .O3 at a Mach n-r of 0.9. Equation (Ab) 
indicates  that  this would caw0 the 8irplane sta~ic+long~tUdi~- 
stability parameter &&CL to  decrea8e approximately 0.007, e i n g  
the airplane more etable by thie amount. It should be remabered that 
appendix A indicated  that the two effect6  cannot be added to obtain 
the  total-stability  change. 

e%)q is 

Meaeurements of point  downwash and dpanic preseure  at the stabilizer 
location  of the D-558-1 airplane indicate that: 

1. Effective downwash  determined f r a m  the  tai1-n apd tail-off  teste 
differs fmmn the  values  obtained  by the pofnt4mmwaah'method by &e much 
as 3O; however,  epfective dowaraah agrees, within  the 1imite.of expert- 
mental accuraoy,  with  point damxash, if  the effective-dmsh detemni- 
nation includes a conaideration  of  tail d r a g  and fin-atabilizercfuselage 
interference. The spanwlse variation of point dowmmah at  the tail should 
be considered  to  determine the effect  of  downwash on trim  configurations. 



- 2. The flow dfrection st the tail is influenced  by the fuselage and 
rudder shape; furthermore, the coincidence of zero downxaeh and zero 
lift is not a necess- cansequence. 

. 3. The rate of change of dawwaeh angle with lift  coefficient does 
not change through the lift-coefficient and Mach number range6 investi- 
gated in a manner which would. produce the decrease of static  longitudinal 
atabi l i ty  which exists for this airplane for a mmll lift-coefficient 
and Mach number range. Rather, a tendemcy to Increase the atatic 
longitudinal  stability  at low lift  coefficients and higher meeds occura. 

4. At level-flight l i f t  coefficients, the point downwaah angle 
decreases with lncreaeing meed, and the rate of decretaere w i t h  speed 
inoreases utth altitude. There were no abmrpt  dawnraeh ~ I X I  due 
to increasing Mach number. 

5. The dynamio-pressure changeer that occur at the horizontal tail 
of the "1 a w l a m ,  within the range of thirJ investigation, are 
not  sufficient to affect the static lmgitudinal stability of this 
airplane seriously. 

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
national Advisory Cammtittee far Aeronautics 

Langley Field, Va. 
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R A T I O  Om STATIC LoNGITUDmAL STABILITY 

The effect of changes in the  rate of change  of downwash 
angle a€/acL and dynamfc;pressure  ratio  qt/q on the  static 
1ongitudiIId  stability  characteristics has been  calculated  by the 
equations  developed  in t h i s  append-. 

Hegleoting the contribution of the tau plane to the total 
airplese lift, a l l  drag and thrust cqonents, and a l l  lift and 
moment  camponents  except those due to the wlng and stabilizer,  the 
pitchi-cmnt  coefficient can be witten in the familiar 
eimplif  ied  form: 

where a ie the lift-curve slope; x is t h e  horizontal  distance from 
the wing aerodynamic  center  to  the airplane center  of  gravity  taken as 
positive  when the aeroaynamic  center l e  ahead of the  center of gravity; 
c is the wing mean aerodynamic  chord; S ie  the plry1”form area; 2 is 
the  tail mamant  m; and subscripts w and t refer to the wing and 
horizontal tail plane,  respectively. The familim simplified  form 
of the atabi1i.Q  equation is: 

The incremental  stability  due  to  changes only in the rate  of 
variation of damwash angle with lift  coefficient  is 
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The forces on a horizontal tail may be specified by force 
vectors F and P and the  couple % (fig. 10). The force 
vectors F and P are perpendicular  and parallel to the atream 
direction. However, instead of the vectors F and P, we may 
m e  vector8 F1 and P1 perpendicular  and parallel to the tai l  plane, 

or F2 and P2 perpendicular and parallel to  the airplane axie. 

The follaTing relationships may be established frm the gearnew 
of figure 10: 

F1 = F COB a + it + P sin a + it 0 0 
F2 = F coa a + P sin 

P2 = P COS a - F sin 

When the angle of attack of the fgmmetrical  tail  eection is zero, 

E = a + it, 
F1 = 0 
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F = - P  tan a +  it 0 

#J 

Substituting  equations (B5) in equation (B3), 

which can be simplified to 

But, 

2 (a + it) 
cos (a + it) = 1 - (&) + .  . . 

2! 

COB it = 1 - (&)2g+ 0 

smit=&it-(”)3$. . . 

where  angles are given fn degrees. Thus, for small values of a and it, 
equation (B6) reduces to 

AM = P (. + zit) 
180 
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Writing equation (B7) in coeff iclent form gives 

NACA RM Eo. L8HO5 

for F1 = 0. The dawnwash angle ie given by 

6 = a + i t  1 where 

Thus, i f  the tall-mament increment f’rm test  data is plotted against it 
for a constan? a and Mach nmnber, and if  equation (B9) is plot ted on 
the ~ a m e  coordinatee, the intersection will give a value of a and it 
whose a m  ie equal t o  the downwsh Etngle. It will be of ecme help t o  
note that while ACD is a function of a, it, and Mach number, it may 
be aeewned tha t  its m i a t i o n  w i t h  a and it  is  small enough t o  be 
ignored in many pract ical  eramplee. 
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Effect ive  downwash - P o i n t  downwash 
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Figure 3 .- Comparison of ef fec t lve  downwash wi+h poinf 

downwash.  
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Figurs3 .- Cont inued .  
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Figure  7 .-Variaf-loh of dynamic-pressure ratio w i t h  
/iff coef f ic ient  at var ious March numbers. 
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Egure 7 .- Concluded. 
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